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1.Who has become the first Indian woman to 

successfully scale amount Makalu? 

A)Akanksha Mohan  

B)Sakshi Jain 

C)Himani Chakraborty  

D)Priyanka Mohite 

 

2.Recently RBI released draft norms on liquidity 

risk management for NBFCs in terms of LCR.What 

is C in LCR? 

A)Common  B)Command 

C)Cover  D)Coverage 

 

3.Which bank launched Corp SME Suvidha 

product? 

A)Bank of Baroda B)Canara Bank

C)SBI   D)Corporation Bank

 

4.Who clinched the 2nd edition of India Open 

Boxing Tournament in 51 kg category?

A)Mary Kom  B)Vanlal Duati

C)Karmabir Singh D)Vinesh Phogat

 

5.Recently Naveen Patnaik was sworn as CM of 

which state? 

A)Jharkhand  B)Odisha 

C)Himachal Pradesh D)Uttar Pradesh

 

6.Recently Theresa May announced her 

retirement.She was the former PM 

country? 

A)Netherlands  B)Australia 

C)Thailand  D)Britain 

 

7.Who won the Joan Miro Prize for 2019?

A)Shivani Dixit B)Rishi Agarwal

C)Shreya Mathur D)Nalini Malani

 

8.Who is set to become Prime Minister for the 

second term of India? 

A)Rahul Gandhi B)Nitin Gadkari

C)Narendra Modi D)Amit Shah 

 

9.How much percentage of voter turnout was 

recorded during the 2019 Lok sabha po

A)65.87%  B)66.73% 

C)68.54%  D)67.10 % 

 

10.The 5th Smart Cities India 2019 Expo 

Which city/UT? 

A)Mumbai  B)New Delhi 

C)Chennai  D)Lucknow 
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11.Recently WHO declared Algeria and which 

other country as a Malaria free?

A)Argentina  B)Sweden

C)Vietnam  D)Nepal

 

12.Which company overtook Tata in terms of most 

valuable company by market capita

A)Reliance  B)SBI Capital

C)HDFC Group D)LIC

 

13.IRDAI recently set up regulatory sandbox for fin 

tech innovations in association

organisation? 

A)RBI   B)SEBI

C)NABARD  D)SIDBI

 

14.Recently ICRA downgraded the lon

of which bank on back 

A)SBI   B)Kotak Mahindra Bank

C)IDFC First Bank D)I

 

15.Recently IDBI sold how much amount of 

insurance policies in March 2

LIC? 

A)Rs 150 cr  B)Rs 175 cr

C)Rs 160 cr  D)Rs 190 cr

 

16.Which bank launched a new savings bank 

product KBL SB salary?

A)HDFC Bank B)RBL Bank

C)IDBI Bank  D)Karnataka Bank

 

17.Who will be sworn as new CM of Andhra 

Pradesh? 

A)Praveen Bakshi B)Amit Shah

C)Nitish Kumar D)Jagan Mohan Reddy

 

18.Which company has been conferred with FICCI 

Claims Excellence Award?

A)NIACL 

B)IDBI Federal Life Insurance

C)ICICI Prudential 

D)Bharti AXA Life Insurance

 

19.Recently Sultan Ahmad Shah passed away.He 

was the former king of which country?

A)Thailand  B)Bhutan

C)Nepal  D)Malaysia

 
20.What is the currency of Malaysia?

A)won   B)Krone

C)Ringit  D)Yen
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Recently WHO declared Algeria and which 

other country as a Malaria free? 

B)Sweden 

D)Nepal 

Which company overtook Tata in terms of most 

valuable company by market capitalisation? 

B)SBI Capital 

D)LIC 

IRDAI recently set up regulatory sandbox for fin 

tech innovations in association with which 

B)SEBI 

D)SIDBI 

Recently ICRA downgraded the long term rating 

 of weak earning profile? 

B)Kotak Mahindra Bank 

IDBI 

Recently IDBI sold how much amount of 

insurance policies in March 2019 after tie up with 

B)Rs 175 cr 

D)Rs 190 cr 

Which bank launched a new savings bank 

product KBL SB salary? 

B)RBL Bank 

D)Karnataka Bank 

Who will be sworn as new CM of Andhra 

B)Amit Shah 

D)Jagan Mohan Reddy 

mpany has been conferred with FICCI 

Claims Excellence Award? 

B)IDBI Federal Life Insurance 

D)Bharti AXA Life Insurance 

Recently Sultan Ahmad Shah passed away.He 

ng of which country? 
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D)Malaysia 
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B)Krone 

D)Yen 
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Directions(1-4): Read the following passage and 

answer the questions as directed. 

Paragraph 1: Do Indians have the potential

more tax? Most individual taxpayers will respond 

with a vehement ‘No’. But the Finance Minister is 

quite convinced that there’s room to collect more. 

Recently pointing out that India is still “far 

being a tax compliant society”, he noted that the 

tax-to-GDP ratio is low, and there’s 

it up by another 1.5 percentage points. So, why is 

there such a sharp dichotomy between the 

perception of citizens - who feel they are taxed at 

every turn - and the government - which thinks that 

there’s room to extract more? The answer could lie 

in the flawed measurement of tax compliance.

Paragraph 2: The metric that is often used to drive 

home the poor culture of compliance in India, is the 

small proportion of population paying

In FY18, 6.84 crore entities (individuals, HUFs and 

businesses) filed their Income tax Returns. Of these, 

there were about 6 crore individual assesses. A 

straightforward comparison of this number with the 

population estimate  (132 crore) suggests that only 

4.5 percent of Indians pay income tax only if he is 

(______) to pay it in the first place. Therefore, the 

most important step to assessing actual tax 

compliance in India, is to estimate the proportions 

of the population that is liable to pay income tax.

1.Which of the following can be inferred as the 

theme of the passage? 

1. People are quite convinced that there’s room 

collect more Individual taxes. 

2.India needs more collection of taxes to meet the 

financial needs of the country. 

3. Most people in India are reluctant to pay 

direct taxes. 

4.India needs more stringent laws to stop tax 

evasion. 

5. The govt and the citizens do not think alike.

 

2.Which of the following can replace the word 

given in bold in the passage? 

1.Home  2.requirement 3.range

4.scope 5.leeway 

 

3.What is the tone of writing in the passage?

1.nostalgic 2.didactic 3.critical

4.sarcastic 5.satirical 

 

4.What is the following words can be filled in the 

blank to make it meaningful? 

1.unable 2.compatible 3.willing 

4.capable 5.liable 
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4): Read the following passage and 

potential to pay 

more tax? Most individual taxpayers will respond 

with a vehement ‘No’. But the Finance Minister is 

quite convinced that there’s room to collect more. 

g out that India is still “far from 

t society”, he noted that the 

and there’s room to bump 

it up by another 1.5 percentage points. So, why is 

there such a sharp dichotomy between the 

who feel they are taxed at 

which thinks that 

there’s room to extract more? The answer could lie 

in the flawed measurement of tax compliance. 

The metric that is often used to drive 

home the poor culture of compliance in India, is the 

small proportion of population paying direct taxes. 

In FY18, 6.84 crore entities (individuals, HUFs and 

businesses) filed their Income tax Returns. Of these, 

there were about 6 crore individual assesses. A 

of this number with the 

ggests that only 

4.5 percent of Indians pay income tax only if he is 

(______) to pay it in the first place. Therefore, the 

most important step to assessing actual tax 

compliance in India, is to estimate the proportions 

ay income tax. 

1.Which of the following can be inferred as the 

1. People are quite convinced that there’s room  to 

of taxes to meet the 

Most people in India are reluctant to pay 

4.India needs more stringent laws to stop tax 

5. The govt and the citizens do not think alike. 

2.Which of the following can replace the word 

3.range 

3.What is the tone of writing in the passage? 

3.critical 

4.What is the following words can be filled in the 

3.willing  

Vocabulary: 

1. It was packaged in a

attractive graphics. 

2. A new management

within the company. 

3. The abridged edition was published in 1988

4. Julia used to brag that her family had a villa in 

Spain. 

5. Karlson is full of swagge

talking about his team. 

6. The headmaster seems to be a

school for quite a long period

7. I was a bundle of nerve

started. 

8.  The anomaly of the social security system is that 

you sometimes have more money without a job

9. Never tamper with safety devices in valves or 

cylinders. 

10. He conducted the meeting in his 

usual combative style, refusing to admit any 

mistakes. 
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It was packaged in a fancy plastic case with 

A new management hierarchy was created 

edition was published in 1988. 

that her family had a villa in 

swagger when it comes to 

The headmaster seems to be a fixture in the 

school for quite a long period. 

bundle of nerves before the driving test 

of the social security system is that 

you sometimes have more money without a job. 

with safety devices in valves or 

He conducted the meeting in his 

style, refusing to admit any 
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